SADS Difficult Cases

Do you have a difficult case? A diagnostic dilemma? SADS wants to hear from you!

Diagnosing and managing patients with potentially life threatening channelopathies can be challenging, but having your case and questions reviewed by our expert scientific advisory panel doesn’t have to be.

Email your case to alice@sads.org in a PowerPoint format. Please include HPI, family history (including pedigree if available), clinical course including current management, supporting studies (EKGs, MRI, echo, genetics), and specific questions. Please mention if you have already discussed the case with a SADS Scientific Advisor.

If a diagnosis or successful management is achieved, your case may be published in HRS Case Reports to help educate the entire EP community!

Quote from a recent physician submitter, “This was so, SO helpful! I was heartened to see that some of the things I was worried about were noted by your amazing scientific advisors.”